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Abstract: A real time system is an excellent approach to a product that needs well defined functionality, reliable internal
communication and synchronization, robustness, fault tolerance, and maintainability. This paper will discuss a implementation of
a real time system, TI RTOS, on an electric long board being designed, built, and developed by Serpent Boards. TI RTOS is
implemented in the users remote (used to control the long board), and is responsible for communicating over Bluetooth to the
receiver on the long board. The receiver, also running TI RTOS, processes any user input, sends back any information requested by
the user, and communicates to the two motor controllers and the battery management system over the CAN protocol. This paper
will mainly cover the battery management system in the electric long board. The battery management system (bms) is composed of
two circuit boards - BMS North and BMS South, designed and produced by Serpent Boards. BMS North has a MSP432P401R arm
processor that runs TI RTOS and its primary job is to receives requests, commands, and data via the CAN bus from the long board’s
receiver and then process these commands while maintaining the correct led display configuration, maintain the correct battery
status, and correctly handle any errors or warnings that might be caused by hardware or software to ensure the safety of the user.
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1 Serpent Boards Introduction

Serpend Boards are electric long boards fully designed and developed by Josh Hess, an electrical engineering student at UCF. The
idea behind this product was to create a board that was engineered to be very powerful, last a long time on a full charge, and
extremely robust in both mechanical design and software.

1.1 Serpent Boards Layout and Design

Serpent Boards have been designed to provide the most power and control you can fit into a long board. On average, each board is
8,000 watts, equivalent to about an 11 horsepower system, and lasts for five months in an idle state on just one charge. Shown
in figure 1, in order to produce this product, hardware was designed to manage four three phase motors (two motors per truck,
four in total) and the three battery packs that each consist of twelve lithium iron nanophosphate cells, supplying 3,000 watts of
power each. The battery pack is then further broken into two sub systems to allow the board to bend at the center of the board.
These two subsystems are the BMS North and the BMS South which will be the main topic of this paper. All three battery packs
together are monitoring 100 watt-hours of energy storage and monitoring. The trucks of the long board have been redesigned and
manufactured by Serpent Boards to allow two motors to be attached to each truck without creating stress and tension on the trucks
while using the board. The software for the boards remote, receiver, and battery management system is also being developed
by Serpent Boards. The software is written using Texas Instruments Real Time Operating System to allow accurate and precise
control of the board as well as secure and reliable Bluetooth communication between the board and the user.

1.2 Real Time Systems Approach

In a basic description, the Serpent Boards are very powerful, and to ensure user safety the best software solution is a real time
operating system.

“TI-RTOS Kernel (formerly known as SYS/BIOS) provides deterministic preemptive multithreading and synchronization
services, memory management, and interrupt handling. SYS/BIOS is a scalable real-time kernel. It is designed to be used
by applications that require real-time scheduling and synchronization or real-time instrumentation. It provides preemptive
multi-threading, hardware abstraction, real-time analysis, and configuration tools. SYS/BIOS is designed to minimize
memory and CPU requirements on the target.” (Texas Instruments, 2019).

A real time system, specifically in this case TI RTOS, has the tools needed to develop a system that is based on hard deadlines that
guarantee safety of the entire product. All software being developed for Serpent Boards will use Texas Instruments Real Time
Operating System to take advantage of services and tools released by Texas Instruments to easily create RTOS applications on their
processors. The electric long board will have safety features that include encryption of pairing keys for the receiver and remote,
loss of signal control over the motors that will slow down the board in case the remote is no longer connect instead of an abrupt
stop that could harm the user at high speeds. Additionally, the battery management system will pay a big role to make sure that the
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system is at nominal status at all times.

Fig. 1: Overall Layout and Design of a Serpent Board

1.3 Battery Management System

The battery management system in a electric long board, just like in electric vehicles, plays a very critical role in the products
safety and the products shelf life. This system itself needs to be designed to handle all possible tasks that arise while the product is
being used. Below are the roles the the battery management is responsible for:

• Maintain knowledge of all cell voltages from 3 battery packs and the current amperage being pulled from the system.
• Send alerts and log information of any overvoltage occurrences, undervoltage occurrences, or extreme temperature changes.
These changes would harm the cells and could significantly decrease the average battery life in the board.

• Maintain best conditions for charging the system by incorporating a passive balancing capability from built in hardware and
software to allow all cells to charge fully without damaging individual cells.

• Maintain battery capacity to be able to display the battery usage to the user through both the remote and the led lights in the
battery packs of the board.

• Communicate to the receiver through CAN protocols to send critical information back and forth.
• Process commands and rely the information to the LED driver and the BMS driver.

The Battery Management System is running TI RTOS on a MSP432P401R. The design splits these events into three main tasks in
the TI RTOS BIOS that will synchronize them, give more critical tasks priority, and provide ways for communication between
tasks.

2 Batter Management Systems Drivers

Before developing the TI RTOS tasks, the first step was to create I2C and SPI drivers for the 18-Channel I2C Constant-Current
RGB LED Driver and the Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor and Secondary Protection IC for Electric and Hybrid so the tasks and
events can interface with the hardware on the BMS printed circuit board, as shown in Figure 2 below.
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Fig. 2: Battery Management Pack

2.1 RGB LED Driver

The LP5018 chip has features of color mixing and brightness levels that make it easy to write software algorithms for various
effects and led controls. The main use of the leds on the electric long boards is to light up the ground underneath the board (if the
user selects that option), to be able to see how much charge is left in the batteries, and to display a led configuration to let the user
know that the board is charging. The functions that were written was basic color and brightness control of each led, allowing the
receiver to send a command of which leds to turn on based on the systems charge. Then from those basic functions, a rainbow
mode was written to be used while riding the board, and a breathing mode for times when the board is charging. The led events
that will occur will call these functions and modes, and within them the system will be using timers provided by the TI RTOS clock
library. This creates the color and brightness changes without delaying the system.

Shown below is the I2C set up to allow the RBG Led Driver to communicate to the LP5018 chip.

I 2C_Pa r ams_ i n i t (& i2cPa rams ) ;
i 2cPa rams . t r a n s f e rMode = I2C_MODE_BLOCKING;
i2cPa rams . b i t R a t e = I2C_400kHz ;
i 2 c _ c o n n e c t i o n = I2C_open ( Board_I2C_TMP , &i2cPa rams ) ;

2.2 Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor Driver

The BQ76PL536A chip creates easy management of all the cells in each pack. As shown in figure 2, there are two chips in per
pack (one on BMS South and one on BMS North) that are stacked and connected with one interface, which allows direct access to
each cell and quicker polling of the pack. Each cell is tracked to indicate the system charge as well as monitor charging levels to
make sure cells that charge faster then others do not experience over voltage events.

Shown below is the SPI set up to allow the Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor Driver to communicate to the BQ76PL536A
chip.

SP I _P a r ams_ i n i t (& sp iPa r ams ) ;
sp iPa r ams . f rameFormat = SPI_POL0_PHA0 ;
sp iPa r ams . b i t R a t e = SPI_16MHz ;
sp iPa r ams . d a t a S i z e = 8 ;
sp iPa r ams . t r a n s f e rMode = SPI_MODE_BLOCKING;
canBusSpi = SPI_open ( Board_SPI_TMP , &sp iPa r ams ) ;
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3 TI RTOS

TI RTOS is Texas Instrument’s real time operating system that is used throughout this project. Many features and services offered
by TI RTOS will be used in the Batter Management System. TI RTOS is object based OS using a preemptive scheduler that runs
the highest priority thread. These are the TI RTOS BIOS features and capabilities:

• Bios
• Diagnostics
• I/O
• Memory Management
Includes: stack, heap, cache

• Real Time Analysis
Includes: logs, graphs, loads

• Scheduling
Includes: clock, hwi, idle, swi, task, timer

• Synchronization
• System
• Target Specific Support

Each task in TI RTOS has its own priority and priority handler, allowing the user to dynamically change the priority of each task, if
the user choses to. Shown below is the task initialization, parameter set up, stack set up, task priority, and construction. Tasks are
the basic code structure of TI RTOS and after the tasks are set up, they are initialized right before the bios is called, which runs all
of RTOS.

Task_Params ledTaskParams ;

Ta s k_Pa r ams_ i n i t (& ledTaskParams ) ;
l edTaskParams . p r i o r i t y = 1 ;
l edTaskParams . s t a c k = &l e dCon t r o l T a s kS t a c k ;
l edTaskParams . s t a c k S i z e = led_STACKSIZE ;

T a s k _ c o n s t r u c t (& l edCon t r o lTa sk , l edCon t ro lTa skFxn , &ledTaskParams , NULL ) ;

In the Serpent Boards development, the remote does use dynamic priorities because the remote has to create the display,
communicate via bluetooth and packetize information to be sent via the CAN bus to the other components on the board. However,
the Battery Management System does not change task priorities dynamically because the requirements are simpler and more
focused on error handling and safety than managing multiple interfaces. The Batter Management System interfaces only with the
CAN bus because the main task will be to manage all the cells if all three batter packs. TI RTOS also has communication features
and mechanisms such as semaphores, queues, and message queues that will be discussed in section 5.

4 Real Time System Tasks

The Battery Management System is comprised of 3 tasks, shown below in table 1, that support the system roles discussed earlier in
section 1.3. The more tasks that are added, the more complex the systems gets, which is not always necessary.

Tab. 1: BMS Tasks

Task Priority Size Description
Led Task 1 1024 Handles all led related function-

ality light modes, dimming and
synchronization with other battery
segments.

CAN Bus 2 1024 Handles all can bus communica-
tions (receiving info requests and
sending packed status info to host).
Talking with other bms units on
bus.

BMS Task 3 (highest) 1024 Handles info reading from BMS
chip and current sensor chip, makes
decisions on protection events and
battery status, battery balancing,
protection fets, capacity calcula-
tion, and power state
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All requirements fit into these three tasks with predefined static priorities and preemptive scheduling. Through out the program the
priorities do not change of the three tasks, however the system is based on events, queues, and timers preventing any starvation of
the system. What this means is that the highest priority task (BMS task) is set to run its routine every 20 ms based on a counter that
triggers a hardware interrupt once 20 ms have passed. This BMS task’s run time (see task detail in section 4.3) to completion is
the same every run and is less than half the time for the timer to expire. In the task, if a error or warning flag is read from the
Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor Driver Chip, an event is posted to do whatever action needs to be taken. This allows the task to run
its main routine and complete all possible events within the time frame given so the next highest priority task can run.

4.1 Led Task

This task consists of processing any events posted from the CAN task to change any user led settings and modes. There is a status
mode that will change based on if the board is charging, the board is being used by the user, and any other input to display the
current charge of the battery packs. This is a configuration implemented by all three battery packs simultaneously, which means all
three MSP432P401R chip’s will be sync together at all times by the receiver.

Mode = charging = breathing effect
Mode = standard (user riding the board) = rainbow effect or standard green color
Mode = battery = displays a configuration of all the 3 battery packs LED’s showing a visual of the battery capacity left.

4.2 CanBus Task

This task consists of the communication between each MSP432P401R (one for each of the three battery packs, which then
communicates to it’s own north and south Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor driver chips -BMS north and BMS south) and the receiver.
The CAN bus is an already established protocol, and Serpent Boards is using version CAN 2.0b. This task handles taking input
from a message queue and sends that information to the any other device on the CAN bus based in the version settings and
configurations. The task also receives information from the can bus and then creates a message or event for the correct task to
handle based on the message information.

4.3 BMS Task

This task consists of polling the Lithium-Ion Battery Monitor Driver Chip to read all voltages and temperatures of the cells, the
entire system capacity, and any warnings that might rise from incorrect readings or errors in the cells voltage or temperature levels
(typically done at one time for both north and south chips then stored in a buffer). With each piece of information, data is either
updated, in the case of the voltages of the cells, an event is posted, or a message is sent to another task. Each register that has the
potential to be flagged has its own event handler that will be posed in an event queue as the task continues to read each value in at a
time from a buffer. A message is most often for the can task to relay critical information to the receiver, so the receiver can notify
the user, change the motor settings, and to slow down and stop the board in the state of an emergency. Once both Lithium-Ion
Battery Monitor Driver Chip’s are polled for the most current information, the next task runs. The events are processes during the
beginning of the task, allowing the task to go through all the events, and poll the chip’s for the new events while still allowing the
next tasks to run.

5 Queues Between Tasks

A great feature about RTOS, is that each task can have it’s own functions that allow other tasks to add events and messages to
each event and message queue of each task. Below is an example of the CAN bus task’s function that allows other tasks to add a
message to the CAN Bus task’s massage queue.

u i n t 8 _ t can_enqueueMsg ( u i n t 8 _ t even t , u i n t 8 _ t s t a t e , u i n t 8 _ t ∗pData )
{

c anEv t _ t ∗pMsg = IC a l l _ma l l o c ( s i z e o f ( c a nEv t _ t ) ) ;

/ / Crea t e dynamic p o i n t e r t o message .
i f ( pMsg )
{

pMsg−>hdr . e v en t = ev en t ;
pMsg−>hdr . s t a t e = s t a t e ;
pMsg−>pData = pData ;

/ / Enqueue t h e message .
re turn Uti l_enqueueMsg ( canQueue , canEvent , ( u i n t 8 _ t ∗ ) pMsg ) ;

}

re turn FALSE ;
}
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can_enqueueMsg ( t h r o t t l e S e n d , 0 , ( u i n t 8 _ t ∗ ) pMsg ) ;

As shown below in the diagram in figure 3, each task has external functions to allow other tasks to add an event or message to each
individual task within the batter management software. With this capability, the entire system is able to function with robustness
an reliability.

Fig. 3: Communication Between Tasks

These queue systems allow critical functionality between all components on the boards. With each task being able to offload
information or commands to other tasks without interrupting the current task, a system is created that is capable of handling
multiple functions at once. This is critical for the boards to preform correctly and safely at all times.

6 Setbacks

During the past month, there has definitely been several setbacks in the development of the Battery Management System. The first
were writing the drivers for the chips on the printed circuit boards, because no software existed that was open source to be able to
use to communicate with these chips. The LP5018 RGB LED Driver chip was easier than the BQ76PL536A Lithium-Ion Battery
Monitor Driver chip. The BQ76PL536A had eprom that needed to be flashed using a 7V input, and configurations that needed to
be set for two BQ76PL536A chips stacked together. There were also several electrical setbacks with the surfaced mounted parts
and a few errors with the pin outs of each IC. The changes where made and to the next revision, but for now, the testing platform
has jumper wires to allow development to continue since ordering a new four layer printed circuit board will take at least 2 weeks
to ship and fully assemble and test. Another setback that occurred was the magnitude of complexity of the software. Getting
familiar with all the current software that has been written and how to use the framework for the battery management system was a
steep learning curve.

7 Conclusion

Serpent Boards, an electric long board company, is build around TI RTOS. TI RTOS has provided a good structure and framework
to bring all the components on their boards together. The project altogether has introduced dynamic and static priorities, critical
sections that are protected by semaphores, events and queues that wait in a low power mode that offers better energy performance
than a system that is just based on a continuous loop, and many features that allow memory access during debugging to visualize
stacks, heaps, or any other data types to fully understand how the system works and what it is doing. Serpent Boards is about
eighty percent complete with manufacturing and development for the first release (beta version) of their electric long board.
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